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ABSTRACT
One of the most popular data formats to represent natural immersive visual data is the MVD (Multiview Video
plus Depth) format. The representation of a three-dimensional scene requires a huge amount of data in the form of
a dense set of views accompanied by high-quality depth maps. All of this data need to be transmitted over the
network to a viewer. Therefore, a question arises, how to allocate the bitrate between views and depth maps to
obtain the maximal quality for a given bit budget. In the paper, a simple model for optimum bitrate allocation
between color and depth data in 3D-HEVC coding is proposed. The provided model for quantization parameters
allows better bitrate division between color and depth data, which leads to a significant (23-35%) bitrate reduction
of the total bitrate of the multiview stream. At the same time, it preserves the same quality of synthesized virtual
views in comparison to the common test condition (CTC) recommendation, which is considered as a wellestablished reference encoder configuration.
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acquired with synchronized cameras placed in quite
arbitrary positions around a scene and corresponding
depth maps. The depth maps may be acquired directly
by specialized cameras [Par20, Son17, Zel14] or
estimated algorithmically based on captured color
images [Liu15, Mie18, Qin17, Weg18].

1. INTRODUCTION
Immersive visual media are a top research topic
nowadays, since they can provide, for example, real
depth perception and realistic vision. Immersive visual
data [Isg04] may refer to both computer-generated and
natural content.

High-quality immersive views require a huge amount
of data in the form of a dense set of views
accompanied by high-quality depth maps. All of this
data need to be transmitted over the network to a
viewer’s receiver in order to allow them to choose
their own viewpoint of a scene.

In immersive applications like free-viewpoint
television (FTV) [Tan12, Sta18] additional views of a
scene have to be generated based on the recorded ones.
This allows a viewer to freely walk through and look
around in the recorded scenes. Additional views are
commonly generated via view synthesis techniques
[Fen04], [Zin10].

In order to efficiently handle the multiview data, many
compression technologies have been proposed. Most
of them are based on the single-view video
compression technology. Therefore, the multiview
extension of the very popular AVC compression
technology is developed as 3D-AVC [Ann14, Han13].
Similarly, the newer HEVC technique has its own
multiview extension in the form of a 3D-HEVC codec
[Ann18, Tec16]. Both of them have been developed
almost at the same time around 2015 by the experts of
the Joint Collaborative Team on 3D Video Coding
Extension Development (JCT-3V) [JCT17].

One of the most popular data formats to represent
natural immersive visual data is the MVD (Multiview
Video plus Depth) format [Mul11]. For natural
content, MVD means that there are some views
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of bits fixed, what number of bits should be allocated
to color images (views) and to depth data in order to
obtain the highest quality of a virtual view generated
from decoded data at the decoder. When the
compression of depth data is too strong, spatial
relationships are not well-preserved and views
synthesized based on the decoded data lose quality,
due to spatial distortions. Similarly, too strong
compression of color images makes the views
generated at the decoder blurry and low in quality.
Therefore, a “sweet spot”, where bits spent for both
components of multiview data are balanced, must
exist.

The main improvement over the single-view
compression is achieved by extending the interframe
motion-compensated prediction mechanism to
interview disparity-compensated prediction. Owing to
the improvement, as well as to some minor tools,
multiview extensions allow a 30% bitrate reduction in
comparison to simply coding all of the data in parallel
by single-view codecs (simulcast coding) [Tec16].
Additionally, in 3D-HEVC, several tools designed
especially for depth coding have been introduced.
Some of them allow the prediction of depth data based
on color pictures [Mul12], while others exploit
specialized prediction of depth [Mul12, Tec16]. All of
those tools allow further bitrate reduction. However,
as depth data are not a huge component in the
compressed data stream, any improvements in depth
coding do not translate directly into overall coding
performance improvement.

2. PREVIOUS WORKS
Many solutions for the best allocation of bits between
color and depth data have already been found. In most
of them, the encoder is controlled via setting
quantization parameter for color images (QP) and
depth maps (QD) separately. Therefore, many
researchers focus on providing pairs of quantization
parameters for color and depth data which lead to the
best quality virtual views generated out of decoded
data at the particular bitrate. Many such pairs can be
found in the literature, but the optimum golden
standard still remains an open question. In [Bos11,
Bos13], the authors have estimated the optimal bitrate
ratio based on only two multiview sequences but did
not supply any formula for calculating the optimal
quantization parameters for video and depth data. In
[Kli14a, Kli14b], the authors have proposed formulas
that permit optimal bitrate allocation in the multiview
video plus depth compression based on only one
quantization parameter (QP) and estimating the
second one based on previously derived formulas.
Regretfully, the authors did not report performance
analysis (bitrate reduction), especially they did not
compare the proposed model with manually selected
optimum quantization pairs for the sequences used. In
[Sta13a], the authors presented a model showing the
relationship between the quantization parameter of the
color data (QP) and depth data (QD) in 3D-AVC
coding. But again, the model has not been compared
to manually selected optimum pairs of both
quantization parameters. The formulas for optimum
bitrate allocation in multiview video compression plus
depth using simulcast HEVC, simulcast VVC, and
MV-HEVC codecs were derived in [Alo18b, Alo19].
Furthermore, bitrate reduction between the proposed
model and coding with the straightforward approach
keeping both quantization parameters equal (QP=QD)
has been reported.

The 3D-HEVC was developed mainly for multicamera systems with linear camera arrangement
(Figure 1a). At the time of 3D-HEVC development,
i.e., around 2011-2013, such applications were
considered as important, e.g., with respect to the
autostereoscopic display technology. Therefore, many
tools in 3D-HEVC have been developed especially for
linearly arranged views, and thus do not provide any
compression gain for other types of multiview content
[Sam16, Sta15].
Currently, many researchers focus on multiview
systems with cameras located either around a scene
(Figure 1b), in an idealized case on an arc around a
scene. Such a setup allows better impressiveness,
wider perspective change during free navigation and
more freedom in choosing the view position, while it
is not so difficult to build and calibrate such a camera
system.
Scene

(a)
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Scene

(b)

Figure 1. Camera arrangements: (a) linear
(b) nonlinear

3. METHODOLOGY

One of the most important problems with multiview
compression stems from different characteristics of its
components: color images (views) and depth data.
Both can be compressed with different strength
resulting from different overall characteristics. This
problem can be stated differently: having the number

In the experiments, we have simulated a simple FTV
system where two views and two depth maps are
transmitted and a viewer always selects in-between
input views the virtual view position to be synthesized.
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A block diagram of the simulated system has been
presented in Figure 2. Videos and depth maps have
been encoded and then fully decoded using 3DHEVC. Next, the decoded views with associated depth
maps have been used to construct a requested virtual
view. The generated virtual view has been compared
via PSNR of luminance with the view acquired by the
real camera precisely in the same position in 3D space
as the generated virtual view. Finally, the measured
PSNR of the generated virtual view and total bitrate of
the data necessary for constructing it, have been
gathered and plotted on a chart.
Color
(i-1)

Depth
(i-1)

Color
(i+1)
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As mentioned at the beginning, three views have been
used for each sequence; two views have been used to
produce a virtual view, while the third view has been
used as a view synthesis reference for quality
assessment. For the virtual views synthesis, state-ofthe-art synthesis software called View Synthesis
Reference Software [Sta13b] has been used. This
software package developed by MPEG allows highquality virtual view rendering based on two videos and
two depth maps.
Sequence name

Depth
(i+1)

Resolution

Position
of the
encoded
views

Position
of the
synthesized
view

Training set

3D-HEVC Encoder
(controlled by QP and QD)

()
Bitstream
3D-HEVC Decoder

Ballet [Zit04]

1024768

3, 5

4

Breakdancers
[Zit04]

1024768

2, 4

3

BBB Butterfly
[Kov15]

1280768

49, 51

50

BBB Flowers
[Kov15]

1280768

39, 41

40

Kermit [Sal19]

19201080

5,7

6

Poznan_CarPark
[Dom09]

19201088

3,5

4

Synthesis of view (i)

Verification set

Color
(i)

Poznan_Block2
[Dom16]

19201080

2, 6

4

Poznan_Fencing
[Dom16]

19201080

2, 6

4

Table 1. Test sequences used in experiments
For the experiments, version 3D-HTM 16.2 of the 3DHEVC reference software [3DHEVC] was used. The
encoder was configured according to the MPEG
common test conditions for 3D video [Mul13].

PSNR
Figure 2. Structure of performed experiments
During the experiments we have examined (encode,
decode, and synthesize) all of the possible pairs of
quantization parameters in the range of 25 to 51. It
results in 27 x 27 encodings and virtual views
generated, for which we have gathered the data.

To simplify and study bitrate allocation between views
and depth maps, we have assumed that the
quantization parameter for video (QP) is constant for
all views, and the quantization parameter for depth
maps (QD) is also fixed for all depth maps. Thus, two
quantization parameters have been used to control the
encoder instead of four.

The experiments have been conducted on eight
multiview sequences recommended by the Moving
Picture Experts Group (MPEG) affiliated by the
International Organization for Standardization (ISO).
Moreover, all selected sequences have provided highquality depth maps for all of the views.

4. THE PROPOSED MODEL
We have assumed that there exists a simple linear
relationship between the quantization parameters for
color data (QP) and depth data (QD).

In order to test our findings, we have divided the
multiview sequences into two groups (Table 1). The
first group is called a training group and was used to
estimate the parameters of the proposed model. The
second group is called the verification group, and was
used to assess the performance of the proposed model.

𝑄𝐷(𝑄𝑃) = 𝛼 ∙ 𝑄𝑃 + 𝛽

(1)

For estimating the parameters of the proposed model,
first we need to find all optimum quantization
parameter (QP-QD) pairs for multiview sequences
from the training set. Similarly to [Alo18a, Alo19], we
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selected optimal pairs of quantization parameters have
been presented onto a QP-QD plain (Figures 4 and 5).
As it can be seen, those pairs lie almost on a straight
line.

have tested all possible quantization parameter pairs
(QP-QD pairs) in the range of 25 to 51.
In Figure 3, we have presented the obtained R-D (ratedistortion) curves. Each red point represents a coding
result of one quantization pair (QP-QD pair). Let us
bear in mind that the quality of compression is
assessed as the quality of the virtual view generated
based on decoded data. Based on this raw data we have
selected all the pairs of quantization parameters (QPQD pairs) which lead to the best quality of a virtual
view generated out of data compressed at the given
bitrate (blue lines in Figure 3). The optimum
quantization pairs (QP-QD pairs) belong to an
envelope of a raw cloud of PSNR-bitrate points. Those

By means of linear regression, we have estimated the
parameters of a linear model connecting the
quantization parameter of depth data with the
quantization parameter of color images. The estimated
parameters have been gathered in Table 2. Our model
allows us to calculate one quantization parameter
based on the other, while maintaining the optimal
bitrate allocation.

Figure 3. The best curve calculated by coding a video with all QP-QD pairs
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Figure 4. The approximate relationship between QP and QD for the optimum pairs for each training
sequence with the use of linear regression
Sequence

α

β

Ballet

1.13

-1.64

Breakdancers

1.17

-4.19

Butterfly

1.05

-3.84

Flowers

1.06

-0.44

Poznan_CarPark

1.25

-7.55

Kermit

1.20

-11.34

Average
1.11
-3.40
Table 2. Parameters α and β for the linear
regression model approximation for optimum
QP-QD pairs.

Figure 5. Optimum QP-QD pairs for all training
sequences (blue points) and approximation line
for QP-QD relationship (red line)
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QP pairs. It is worth noticing that optimum QP-QD
pairs for a given sequence are not known in advance,
especially when new content is used. This is why the
proposed model is an improvement over the
recommendation included in the CTC document.

5. PERFORMANCE OF THE
PROPOSED MODEL
We have tested the proposed model in order to
compare the optimum pairs of quantization parameters
with another test set (verification set). As mentioned
before, it was composed of two multiview sequences:
Poznan_Block2 and Poznan_Fencing.

Tested

We have encoded both sequences with quantization
parameters according to our proposed model
(according to average values from Table 2) and with
the quantization parameter pairs provided in the
common test condition (CTC) document used during
the development of 3D-HEVC [Mul13]. CTC
specifies in detail the encoder configuration, including
quantization parameter pairs for 3D-HEVC testing.

Proposed
model

Optimum
QP-QD
pairs

CTC

N/A

-34.36%

-51.99%

Model

52.35%

N/A

-27.10%

Optimum

108.29%

37.17%

N/A

CTC

N/A

-23.05%

-44.44%

Model

31.58%

N/A

-28.22%

Poznan_
Fencing

Poznan_
Block2

Reference

Proposed
model

Optimum
QP-QD
pairs

CTC

N/A

0.28 dB

0.51 dB

Model

-0.28 dB

N/A

0.22 dB

Optimum

-0.51 dB

-0.22 dB

N/A

CTC

N/A

0.05 dB

0.12 dB

Model

-0.05 dB

N/A

0.06 dB

Optimum

-0.12 dB

-0.06 dB

N/A

Poznan_
Block2
Poznan_
Fencing

Table 4. Comparison of Bjøntegaard ΔPSNR
metrics for optimum QP-QD pairs, common test
condition (CTC) and the proposed model for 3DHEVC

The comparison of the proposed model with the CTC
conditions has been performed by calculating the
average difference between the curves for PSNR
(ΔPSNR) and bitrate (ΔBitrate). The calculated
ΔPSNR and ΔBitrate are just a simple extension of the
well-known Bjøntegaard metric [Bjo01] to work with
more than four points. The obtained results can be
found in Tables 3 and 4. Figure 6 presents R-D (ratedistortion) curves for one of the verification multiview
sequences - Poznan_Block2.

CTC

CTC
Reference

After the encoding, we have compared the total
resulting bitrate and the quality of the virtual view
generated based on the decoded data.

Tested

WSCG2020 Proceedings

Figure 6. R-D curves comparison between the
proposed model, CTC approach, and optimum
QP-QD pairs for 3D-HEVC coding for the
Poznan_Block2 sequence

6. CONCLUSIONS

Optimum 79.99% 40.26%
N/A
Table 3. Comparison of Bjøntegaard ΔBitrate
metrics for optimum QP-QD pairs, common test
condition (CTC) and the proposed model for 3DHEVC

In the paper, we have proposed a simple model for
optimal bitrate allocation between color and depth
data in 3D-HEVC coding. The provided model allows
better bitrate division between color and depth data,
which leads to a significant (23-35%) bitrate reduction
of the total bitrate of the multiview stream. At the
same time it preserves the same quality of synthesized
virtual views in comparison to the common test
condition (CTC) recommendation, which is
considered as a well-established reference encoder
configuration.

Experiments conducted on a verification set have
shown that the proposed model for calculating
quantization parameter pairs (Table 3) led to a
decrease of total bitrate and improved the virtual view
quality of sequences when compared to the
quantization pairs recommended in the common test
condition (CTC) document (23-35%). However, as
always in modeling, the usage of the model leads to an
increase in total bitrate and a decrease of virtual view
quality in comparison to the usage of optimum QD-

Moreover, based on the proposed model, we can
control multiview compression by using only one
quantization parameter instead of two parameters.
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cameras,” ISO/IEC JTC1/SC29/WG11, Doc.
MPEG M38247, Geneva, Switzerland, 2016.
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